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SUMMARY
Investigations of the low-speed longitudinal characteristics of two pow-
ered close-coupled wing-canard fighter configurations have been completed in
the Langley V/STOL tunnel. Data were obtained at angles of attack from -2 °
to 42 ° , Mach numbers from 0.]2 to 0.20, nozzle and flap deflections from 0°
to 40 ° , and thrust coefficients from 0 to 2.0 to represent both high-angle-
of-attack subsonic maneuvering characteristics and conventional takeoff and
landing characteristics. Limited data were obtained at angles of attack of 0°
and ]0 ° with the nozzles deflected either 60 ° or 90 ° and the flaps deflected
60 ° to represent vertical or short takeoff and landing characteristics.
These data have been published under several formal and informal covers;
summary data which show the general findings of this experimental test program
are presented in this report. For this type of configuration, these data gen-
erally showed the increases in lift coefficient and maximum lift coefficient,
improvements in lift-drag polars, and decreases in longitudinal stability when
a canard-strake is added to a wing planform. In addition, the investigation
showed the expected further increases in lift coefficient and maximum lift
coefficient and improvements in lift-drag polar when two-dimensional vectored
thrust is employed at the wing trailing edge; the inability of the canard to
trim the configuration at high thrust coefficients and nozzle deflections typi-
cal of takeoff and landing; the possibility of using a small nose jet for trim
during takeoff and landing; and the generally good transition characteristics
needed for short takeoff and landing.
INTRODUCTION
Previous results from wind-tunnel tests of an unpowered fighter research
model (ref. ]) showed significant improvements in maximum lift coefficient when
a canard and canard-strake were added to the basic wing planform. However, the
increased maximum lift coefficient was accompanied by rather high static longi-
tudinal instabilities owing to vortex lift generated by the canard-strake and
flow separation over the wing trailing-edge flaps.
One possible solution to the problem of longitudinal instability was to
incorporate two-dimensional nozzles at the wing trailing edge in hopes of
obtaining favorable power-induced effects. (See refs. 2 and 3.) A larger scale
model, identical in shape to the model reported in reference ], was built, but
this model had two-dimensional rectangular nozzles at the wing trailing edge
near the root. This configuration, referred to in this report as the original
configuration, showed favorable power-induced effects, increased maximum lift
coefficients, improved lift-drag polars, and reduced static longitudinal insta-
bilities. Data for this configuration were reported in references 4 to 7. The
configuration was, however, very much out of trim at the high lift coefficients
because of the nose-downpitching momentsproduced by the trailing-edge flaps
and both direct and induced power effects.
In order to develop a configuration which could be trimmed, as well as
to represent a transonic fighter configuration more closely, a new wing-canard
was designed with planform, twist, camber, and thickness appropriate for tran-
sonic maneuvering. (See refs. 5 to 7.) This wing-canard configuration, which
was constrained to use the two-dimensional nozzles and fuselage from the model
of reference 4, had fairly high leading-edge sweepsof 50° on both the wing
and the canard. The configuration was designed for a lift coefficient of ].0,
corresponding to a maneuvercondition, and had twists which varied from 0° at
the root to -]2 ° and -7° at the tip on the wing and canard, respectively. A
second wing-canard configuration with lower twists of -6° and -3.5 ° was used
to represent the takeoff and landing or ]g flight case. The data from this
configuration, referred to here as the newconfiguration, have been reported
in references 8 and 9.
Both wing-canard configurations were tested in the Langley V/STOLtun-
nel to determine the longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics with and without
power. Data were obtained at angles of attack from -2° to 42° at Machnumbers
from 0.12 to 0.20. Nozzle and flap deflections ranged from 0° to 40° . The
basic leading edge could be drooped from 0° inboard to 20° at the tip. Canard
incidences ranged from -20° to 10° . Thrust coefficients ranged from 0 to 2.0 so
that both the maneuvering coefficients (0.1, 0.2, and 0.3) and takeoff and land-
ing coefficients (1.0, 1.5, and 2.0) could be covered. All configurations had a
nose jet available. Limited data were obtained in a representative vertical or
short takeoff and landing (V/STOL)configuration. Thesedata were obtained at
angles of attack of 0° and 10°, at velocity ratios from 0 to 1.0, with the rear
nozzles deflected 60° and 90° , with flaps deflected 60° , and with the nose jet
thrusting downward.
These data have been reported under various formal and informal covers.
(See refs. 4 to 9.) This report summarizesthe results of the effects of power
on the low-speed longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of these two wing-
canard fighter-type configurations.
SYMBOLSANDABBREVIATIONS
All data have been reduced to standard coefficient form and are presented
in the stability axis system. The nose of the model is located at body station
50.8 cm (20.0 in.). The model momentcenters were at body station ]35.66 cm
(53.41 in.) for the original configuration and at body station 191.85 cm
(75.53 in.) for the new configuration. All measurementsand calculations were
made in U.S. CustomaryUnits; however, all data contained in this report are
given in both SI and U.S. Customary Units. (See ref. 10.)
A aspect ratio
Aj jet area, m2 (ft 2)
B.S. body station
bCD
CD,e
CD,min
CL
CL,e
CLe
ACL,F
C m
Cm, e
span, m (ft)
net force coefficient in drag direction,
Drag
q_s
equivalent thrust-removed drag coefficient, C D + C T cos (e + 6N)
minimum drag coefficient, power off
lift coefficient,
Lift
q_s
equivalent thrust-removed lift coefficient, C L - C T sin (e + _N)
lift-curve slope, deg -]
thrust-induced lift parameter, C L - C T sin (_ + 6N) - CLICT=0
pitching-moment coefficient,
Pitching moment
q_s6
equivalent thrust-removed pitching-moment coefficient,
C m + C T sin _N
C T
c Z
Cp
Acp
D
thrust coefficient,
Thrust
q s
wing or canard chord, m (ft)
mean aerodynamic chord, m (ft)
section lift coefficient,
Section lift
qooc
pressure coefficient,
net pressure coefficient,
drag, N (ibf)
(Cp) lower - (Cp) upper
drag-due-to-lift efficiency parameter,
C L - CLICD,minl 2
(C D - CD,min)HA
i c
L
M
P
P_
q
S
T
t
V
Ve
W.S°
X,Y,Z
x,y,z
x
canard incidence, deg
lift, N (ibf)
Mach number
surface pressure, Pa (ibf/ft 2)
free-stream static pressure, Pa (Ibf/ft 2)
dynamic pressure, Pa (ibf/ft 2)
wing area or area, m 2 (ft 2)
thrust, N (ibf)
maximum thickness, m (ft)
velocity, knots
effective jet velocity ratio, q_
wing station
body axis system
distances along body axes, m (ft)
distance from moment center to nozzle hinge line, m (ft)
angle of attack, deg
deflection angle, deg
wing or canard twist at tip, positive leading edge up, deg
2y
nondimensional semispan distance, u
b
A sweep angle, deg
Subscripts:
c canard
cp center of pressure
dd drag divergence
f flap
j jet
Z local
Ze leading edge
lower lower surface of wing
max maximum
measured data measured in the wind tunnel
min minimum
m.c. momentcenter
N nozzle
ref reference
root plane of syn_etry of wing
te trailing edge
tip located at semispan distance on wing or canard
upper upper surface of wing
w wing
perpendicular
free stream
MODELDESCRIPTIONSANDTESTCONDITIONS
Photographs of the original and newwing-canard models are shown in fig-
ures ] and 2; planform sketches are shownin figures 3 and 4; and general dimen-
sions are presented in tables I and II. Detailed model descriptions are given
in references 4 and 8 and are not included here.
Thrust coefficients were obtained by varying both q_ and thrust T.
The values of q_ and T at a given CT as well as the corresponding Mach
numberand Reynolds numberbased on _ are given in the following table:
CT
0
.2
.3
0
.1
.2
1.0
1.5
2.0
%
kPa ibf/ft 2 N
T
ibf
Mach number Reynolds number
2.39
2.39
I .48
Original wing-canard configuration
50
50
31
0 0 0.18
286 64 .18
266 60 .14
l .51 x 10 6
1 .51
1 .20
New wing-canard configuration
2.87 60
2.87 60
2.87 60
1.43 30
.96 20
.96 20
0 0 0.20
129 29 .20
262 59 .20
654 147 .14
654 147 .12
872 196 .12
1.44 x 106
] .44
1 .44
I .37
1 .12
l .12
To obtain the desired angle-of-attack range, the data were obtained in
two phases using different sting-model couplings: a high-angle-of-attack
phase, e = ]2 ° to 420; and a low-angle-of-attack phase, _ = -2 ° to 26 ° .
Overlapping data occurred from _ = ]2 ° to 26 ° .
The V/STOL data were obtained at prescribed effective velocity ratios
V e = Cq_/qj rather than with thrust coefficients, and, as in the previous
table,both T and q_ were varied to obtain the desired effective velocity
ratios. The effective velocity ratio, free-stream dynamic pressure, and thrust
for various velocity ratios are given in the following table:
q_ T
V e
kPa Ibf/ft 2 N ibf
0
.13
.26
•38
.5]
.64
0
.05
.I0
.20
.30
.40
• 50
Original wing-canard configuration
0
.24
1 .00
2.20
2.87
2.87
0
5
21
46
60
60
439
439
439
439
322
20]
98
98
98
98
72
45
0
.03
.13
.55
] .24
2.2]
3.45
0
1.7
2.8
II .5
26.0
46.3
72.1
New wing-canard configuration
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PRESENTATION OF RESULTS
The complete tabulated data for these configurations are given in refer-
ences 4 and 8. Selected data which are representative of the overall trends
for each configuration are presented below and are not intended to show all
possible configuration combinations, control deflections, and/or thrust coef-
ficients obtained in the several investigations. The high-angle-of-attack
data are plotted as symbols with + inside; the low-angle-of-attack data are
plotted as plain symbols. It should be noted that the original wing-canard
configuration had a moment center selected so that _Cm/_C L = 0.05, and the
data are presented for that moment center here. However, after the analysis
of the original data and the design of the new wing-canard, a moment center
represented by _Cm/_C L = 0.]5 appeared more appropriate, and the data for
the new wing-canard configuration are presented for the higher instability.
These two moment centers are retained in this paper to maintain consistency
with related, previously published reports.
The run number presented in each figure corresponds to the same run number
in references 4 and 8 for easy comparison with the tabulated results. The
order of data presentation in the figures is as follows:
Summary of longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics for original
wing-canard configuration:
Effect of adding canard and strake ................. 5
Effect of nozzle/flap deflections .................. 6
Pitching-moment coefficient increments due to strake and
nozzle/flap deflections ...................... 7
Effect of thrust coefficient .................... 8
Effect of thrust coefficient on thrust-removed characteristics 9
Drag-due-to-lift efficiency factor ................. ]0
Figure
Summary of longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics for new
wing-canard configuration:
Effect of adding canard and strake ................. ]]
Effect of nozzle/flap deflections .................. ]2
Effect of thrust coefficient .................... ]3
Effect of thrust coefficient on thrust-removed
characteristics .......................... ]4
Thrust induced lift increments ................... ]5
Effect of canard incidence ..................... ]6
Detailed effect of canard incidence on C L and C m ......... ]7
Trimmed lift and lift-drag polars .................. ]8
Comparison of original, new, and reference ] configurations ..... ]9
Comparison of performance data for original and new wind-canard
configurations .......................... 20
Trim for STOL operations ...................... 2]
Figure
Summaryof transition aerodynamics:
Interference effects in hover and transition ............ 22
Comparisonof transition effects for three V/STOL 23configurations ..........................
Comparisonof transition effects for several V/STOL 24configurations ..........................
DISCUSSION
Original Wing-CanardConfigurations
Geometry effects.- The effects of basic configuration geometry on the longi-
tudinal aerodynamic characteristics are presented in figure 5. As expected, the
addition of the canard increased CL_ and CL,max, improved the lift-drag polar
at angle of attack, and decreased the static longitudinal stability over the
wing-alone configuration. The addition of the strakes further increased CL,ma x
and improved the lift-drag polar but caused a further decrease in static stabil-
ity at the higher angles of attack. Since these effects are due to strake vor-
tex flow, there were no changes in the longitudinal characteristics at low
angles of attack _ _ ]0 °, where vortex flow is not appreciable. Figure 6 shows
that a similar decrease in stability occurs as the nozzles and wing flaps are
deflected from ]0 ° to 30 ° on the wing-canard configuration. This decrease in
stability is caused by flow separation on the nozzles and flaps at high angles
of attack. This flow separation is also evident as reduced increments in C L
as the nozzles and flaps are deflected from 10 ° to 30 ° in comparison with the
increments in C L when the nozzles and flaps are deflected from 0° to 10 °.
These two effects, strake vortex flow and nozzle/flap deflection, are additive,
and as shown in figure 7 the configuration with a strake and the flaps down can
become rather unstable at high angles of attack.
Effects of thrust.- The effects of moderate thrust coefficients (C T = 0.2
and 0.3) are presented in figure 8. For the wing-canard configuration, the
use of thrust essentially eliminated the pitch-up. As expected, thrust also
and improved the lift-drag polar, especially at
increased CL_ and CL,ma x
the 30 ° nozzle/flap deflection. These powered lift benefits are generally
associated with three phenomena: direct thrust, attached flow through
boundary-layer control, and induced circulation lift. In order to determine
which effects were present, the direct thrust contributions were removed from
the data. These equivalent thrust-removed data were defined as follows:
CL,e = C L - C T sin (e + 6N)
CD,e = C D + C T cos (_ + _N)
(-:_)Cm,e = C m + C T sin 6N
where x/c is the nondimensional distance from the momentreference center to
the nozzle hinge line, and for this configuration x/c = 0.90. The thrust-
removeddata aN = 6f = 0° in figure 9(a) collapsed to essentially the power-
off (CT = 0) data at the low angle of attack, indicating that only direct thrust
effects were present. At the higher angles of attack, the data at CT = 0.2
and 0.3 showed improvementsover the power-off data, indicating that either of
the latter two effects were present. However, since there are no differences
between the data at CT = 0.2 and CT = 0.3, only a boundary-layer control which
attached the flow over the nozzles and wing trailing edge appeared to be pres-
ent. If induced circulation lift had been present, increased increments between
those data as C T was increased would have occurred. These effects can be
seen somewhat more dramatically with a N = _f = 30 ° in figure 9(b). The thrust
effects attached the flow over the nozzles and flaps, and the data showed an
increment between C T = 0 and C T = 0.2 and 0.3. However, little or no induced
circulation was present, since there was little difference between the data at
C T = 0.2 and C T = 0.3 except at very high angles of attack. The difference
at the high angle of attack is probably due to the occurrence of larger regions
of separation, which are influenced more at the higher value of C T.
It should be noted that this configuration was out of trim when the noz-
zle or flaps were deflected because the canard incidence was fixed. Also,
this configuration had little or no design optimization because a moderately
swept, untwisted planform with circular-arc airfoil sections was used rather
than a twisted, cambered planform more appropriate for a transonic maneuvering
fighter. This lack of design optimization was evident in the low values of
the drag-due-to-lift efficiency factor e shown in figure ]0. Although the
addition of a strake and power to the basic wing-canard configuration improved
the situation somewhat, the configuration still had a rather low efficiency
(e _ 0.50 to 0.55).
New Wing-Canard Configuration
Geometry effects.- Effects of the basic configuration geometry on the
longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics are presented in figure ]]. (A dis-
cussion of the design of the new wing-canard geometry is given in the appen-
dix.) As expected and as seen in the original configuration, addition of the
canard to the wing-along configuration increased both CL_ and CL,max,
increased _Cm/_CL, and improved the lift-drag polar. Addition of the strake
further improved CL,max, the lift-drag polar, and caused longitudinal insta-
bility similar to that on the original configuration. Again, these effects
were seen only above _ _ ]0 O, where vortex flow on the strake was appreciable.
The effects of flap deflection are present in figure ]2. The typical increases
in CL, improvements in lift-drag polar, and increases in nose-down pitching
moment are seen, and these effects increase as C T increases. The decrease in
stability caused by flap deflection on the original configuration (noted in
fig. 4) was not seen in these data because the 30 ° flap deflection, which caused
badly separated flow on the original configuration, was eliminated on the new
configuration. This deletion as well as the removal of the strake for most of
the testing produced a new configuration that showed little decrease in sta-
bility with or without power in comparison with the original configuration.
For this reason, a new configuration longitudinal instability of ]5 percent
(3Cm/_CL = 0.]5) appeared within reason, and the pitching-moment data for the
new configuration are presented as such.
Thrust effects.- The effects of thrust coefficients from 0 to 2.0 on the
longitudinal characteristics are presented in figure ]3. As expected, the gen-
eral trends are the same as for the original configuration, with increasing
CL_, CL,max, and improvements in lift-drag polar with increasing C T. Thrust
also reduced the longitudinal instabilities, and the magnitude of these effects
tends to be slightly larger than for the original configuration. Since the wing
trailing edge of the new configuration is swept aft of the nozzles, any power-
induced effects would tend to extend farther out the wing span than on the orig-
inal configuration, where the trailing edge is swept slightly forward of the
nozzle. Therefore, the thrust-induced effects should tend to be larger on the
new configuration. As on the original configuration, the new configuration
tends to be out of trim at the high thrust coefficients or high nozzle/flap
deflections. However, because of the high-static instability allowed on the
new configuration, it is in trim at low thrust coefficients and low nozzle/flap
deflections.
The thrust-removed aerodynamic data are presented in figure ]4. Since the
new configuration planform and moment center are different from those on the
original configuration, the distance from the nozzle hinge line to the moment
center was different (x/c = ].07]). For comparison, the ACL, F for both the
wing-alone and the wing-canard configurations are shown in figure ]5. As on
the original configuration, the primary thrust effect shown by the data in
figure ]5 is boundary-layer control rather than induced circulation lift-
coefficient increments. At low thrust coefficients (C T = 0.] and 0.2), the
slope of _CL, F is high, while at high thrust coefficients (CT = ].0 and 2.0),
the slope is rather flat. The high slope region indicates boundary-layer con-
trol at low CT, which tends to reattach separated flow regions on the trail-
ing edge near the nozzle. The increases in the effect at higher angles of
attack are indicative of larger separation regions, which when reattached give
larger increments in lift. However, at all angles of attack, once the flow is
attached, the improvements in ACL, F at C T = ].0 or 2.0 are small. This
result indicates that predominantly direct thrust effects rather than induced
circulation effects are present at high C T.
Canard incidence.- The effects of canard incidence on the longitudinal
aerodynamics of both the high- and low-twist configuration are presented in
figure ]6. An interesting trend exists in the high-twist configuration at
the higher angles of attack: the best lift-drag polar and highest CL,ma x
occur with ic = -]0 °. This optimum occurs because of the wing-canard inter-
ference, which is primarily driven by the canard downwash on the wing. Higher
canard deflections, although increasing the canard load, produce a larger down-
wash, which unloads the inboard portion of the wing and reduces total C L.
Lower canard deflection unloads the canard and reduces the downwash on the wing,
but the total effect is a reduction in C L. These trends are shown in detail in
figure ]7 for three selected wing-canard configurations and thrust-coefficient
combinations. Although the magnitudes differ, the general trends are present in
all these configurations; at the lower angles of attack, the lower canard inci-
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dence (i c = -10° to -20° ) reduces the configuration CL as expected, while
i c between -5° and ]0 ° tends to produce almost constant CL. There were no
high-angle-of-attack data obtained for the low-twist configuration, and the
i c range was reduced to ±]0° , so that someof these trends are not as obvi-
ous in the data. However, the range of CL between i c = 0° and 10° is
small like that seen in the high-twist configuration data. This result indi-
cates that the samewing-canard interference trends are present with the low-
twist configuration.
Oneof the major efforts of this investigation was to determine the trim
capability of the canard. Figure ]6 shows that at low thrust coefficients
and/or low nozzle deflections, the high-twist configuration could be trimmed
to CL,ma x and the low-twist configuration to _ = 26 ° , the highest angle-of-
attack data obtained. A typical trimmed lift-curve and lift-drag polar are
presented in figure ]8. These indicate that the high-twist configuration, with
C T = 0.2 and af = a N = 20 ° , trims to CL,ma x = 3.0. At increased C T or
6N (i.e., C T _ ].0 and a N = af _ 200), the nose-down pitching moments pro-
duced by the deflected thrust could not be trimmed by the canard on either con-
figuration. An analysis using direct thrust from a nose jet as a method for
trimming the configuration at high CT and a N is discussed in a later section
of this paper.
Comparison of Configurations
A direct comparison between the original and new configurations is diffi-
cult because of the different planforms and varying canard-to-wing area ratios.
The contribution of the canard to the total lift when the exposed canard area is
taken into account is shown in figure ]9. The three configurations shown in the
figure represent the original wing-canard, the new (high-twist) wing-canard, and
a wing-canard from reference ] similar, except for a wing with higher sweep
(AZe = 60o), to the original wing-canard. The addition of the canard increases
the maximum lift more than the increase that would be provided by addition of
equivalent exposed canard area to the wing planform for all these cases. The
improvement is not as striking for the two configurations with higher wing
sweeps, since the leading-edge vortex is clearly well developed and the wing-
alone in both cases attains higher maximum lift coefficient. The effect of the
canard for both configurations with higher sweep is a modest increase in maxi-
mum lift coefficient.
A comparison between the performance data for the original configuration
and for the new wing-canard configuration is presented in figure 20. The lift
and drag coefficients are based on wing area plus exposed canard area; in com-
parison to the original configuration both with and without power, the new con-
figuration has higher CL,ma x and an improved lift-drag polar. Throughout the
C L range (above C L = 0.5), the induced drag efficiency parameter (fig. 20(b))
for the new wing with high or low twist is higher than the induced drag effi-
ciency of the original configuration.
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Trimming for STOLOperations
As mentioned earlier, the canard would not trim the new configuration
for high thrust coefficients and nozzle/flap deflections, such as might be
required for short take-off and landing (STOL)operations. The use of a nose
jet for pitch trim as a method by which fighter-type configurations could
attain STOLperformance waspresented in reference 9. The experimental data
corresponding to a takeoff or landing condition, in figures 2] (a) and 2] (b),
respectively, illustrate this method.
Reference 9 shows that takeoff lift coefficients may run as high as 2.5
or more for short takeoff operations. It can be seen in figure 2] (a) that at
a takeoff angle of attack of ]6 ° , the newconfiguration with _f = 6N = 20°
and CT = ].0 produces a lift coefficient of 2.4 and has excess thrust for
initial acceleration and climb. However, as shownby the shadedarea in fig-
ure 2] (a), the nose-up pitch capability of the canard is exceededby 0.] to 0.2
over the angle-of-attack range from 0° to 240; in particular, this capability
is exceeded by 0.]65 at _ = ]6° . If the basic (i c = 0°) data were trimmed at
= ]6° by a nose jet, then a lift-coefficient increment due to the jet thrust
of 0.]73 would be required, provided the jet were located 2.2]_ aheadof the
configuration momentcenter. This jet thrust would produce the dashedcurves in
the figure if the interference effects, usually adverse, from the jet are small.
The resulting configuration would be trimmed at _ = ]6° with CL = 2.57, have
excess thrust for acceleration and climb, and have nose-up pitch capability from
the canard for longitudinal control.
The short landing operation can be more demandingon the configuration
aerodynamics than takeoff not only because the lift coefficient must be high
and the pitching momentstrimmed, but also because the drag level must be such
that descent is possible. The above requirements normally involve adjustment
of thrust coefficient, nozzle deflection, and canard incidence to assure that
a trimmed lift coefficient is attained at a drag level that allows reasonable
descent angle. However, for this configuration, these requirements could not
be met without such additional pitch control as could be provided by thrust
from a nose jet. Reference 9 shows that the landing lift coefficient can run
as high as 2.4. Figure 2] (b) illustrates how the trimmed lift coefficient
might be obtained on the newconfiguration. As in the takeoff operation, there
is a reasonable limit to the angle of attack suitable for landing and such a
limit is assumedto be _ = ]6° . The data indicate that the new configuration
at _ = ]6° with _f = aN = 40° and CT = ].0 produce a lift coefficient of
3.06 and a drag level corresponding to a reasonable descent angle of -3° to -4° .
However, as shownby the shaded area in the figure, the nose-up pitch capability
of the canard is exceeded by 0.5 to 0.6 over the angle-of-attack range from 0°
to 24° . If the thrust coefficient is reduced so that CL = 2.4 at _ = ]6° ,
then the dashedcurve shown in the figure maybe generated. The nose-up pitch
capability is still exceeded, and now the drag is such that a very high descent
angle of _]]o or -]2 ° must be flown. If direct thrust is used to trim the con-
figuration at _ = ]6° , then a lift-coefficient increment of 0.]83 is required
for the nose jet, and the second dashedcurve is generated. The configuration
now has a slight excess in lift coefficient, and one or more of several vari-
ables, i.e., angle of attack, thrust coefficient, nozzle deflection, and canard
incidence, may be adjusted to maintain a trimmed lift coefficient of 2.4.
]2
It should be pointed out that this approach was not intended to approximate
a vertical takeoff and landing configuration, but only to represent a possible
method whereby the basic longitudinal trim requirements of a fighter configura-
tion were met through the use of small amounts of direct lift. In these two
cases, a nose jet with thrust levels of 7 to 8 percent of total lift was used.
These trim requirements can be met by moving the momentcenter about ]5 to
20 percent aft if the high, canard fixed instability can be tolerated. If, how-
ever, the canard is allowed to float so that it has no effect on configuration
stability, this configuration is statically stable even with the 20-percent-aft
movementof the momentcenter. To determine if the center of gravity of a pro-
posed airplane could be movedas muchas 20 percent would require a detailed
weight estimate of the configuration; such an estimate is beyond the scope of
this paper. In a final configuration, it maybe reasonable to have a colnbina-
tion of floating canard, aft center of gravity, and nose jet. However, if a
nose jet is to be used, an examination of the transition aerodynamics of the
configurations becomesnecessary, since someof the flight operations can be
below normal power-off stall speeds, where a large part of the configuration
lift is produced by direct and induced thrust effects.
Transition Aerodynamics
Although the two wing-canard configurations were tested primarily to obtain
high-angle-of-attack and conventional takeoff and landing data, both were tested
as V/STOLconfigurations with a nose jet used to provide direct thrust for lift
and pitch trim. Thesedata have been comparedwith data for several previous
V/STOLconfigurations (refs. ]] to ]4) that have been tested in the Langley
V/STOLtunnel and 300-MPH7- by ]0-foot low-speed tunnel. Becausethe wing-
canard configurations have the rear nozzles at the wing trailing edge, they
showedbeneficial jet interference at transition velocity ratios. This is shown
for the new wing-canard configuration in figure 22 together with data for the
Harrier-type configuration showing the detrimental jet interference typical of
configurations having nozzles under the wing. In order to compareone configu-
ration directly with another, figure 23(a) presents L/T versus Ve for sev-
eral configurations. From this more traditional approach, the newwing-canard
appears to be the superior configuration. However, this approach does not
account for wing-to-jet area ratios that may be different on each configuration.
If, however, the data are comparedas (L/T)/(Aj/S) versus Ve2, an entirely
different relative comparison is evident, as shownin figure 23(b). The param-
eter (L/T) / (Aj/S) is
V 2
L Aj Aj CLIT=0 e
.... sin (c_ + _N) +
T S S 2
where the first term is an intercept and a function of jet area and the second
term is a slope and a function of the power-off configuration C L. Therefore,
the higher the power-off CL, the better the configuration should be in transi-
tion. In addition, the larger the disk or jet area, and hence lower disk load-
ing, the better the configuration should be in hover. Several points can be
13
noted from the experimental data: (]) the (L/T)/(Aj/S) parameter is nearly
linear with Ve2; (2) the slope of the parameter indicates how rapidly the con-
figuration produces wing lift and thus how well it might perform in transition
flight; (3) the intercept at Ve = 0 indicates howwell the configuration would
hover; (4) any difference between the data and the calculated (L/T)/(Aj/S)
indicates the interference present. The data in figure 23(b) showthe same
interference trends for the wing-canard and Harrier configurations as figure 22.
In figure 23(b) the wing-canard showsa better transition performance but a less
efficient hover performance.
These configurations were comparedat several angles of attack and nozzle
deflections (fig. 24), and the following general trends were noted. Those con-
figurations with nozzles at or near the wing trailing-edge flaps showedgener-
ally beneficial interference effects, indicating potentially good transition
characteristics. However, these configurations tended to have small nozzle
areas and a resultant high thrust loading, which makethem poor hovering con-
figurations. Those configurations with nozzles below the wing had a detri-
mental interference, indicating potentially poorer transition characteristics.
However, these configurations usually had larger jet areas and showed better
hovering characteristics.
SUMMARY OF RESULTS
Several investigations into the low-speed longitudinal aerodynamic charac-
teristics of two close-coupled wing-canard configurations have indicated the
following results:
]. The addition of a canard and strake to a wing planform will increase
the lift-curve slope and maximum lift coefficient and improve the lift-drag
polars, but vortex flow from the strake and flow separation on the wing
trailing-edge flaps may cause a decrease in longitudinal stability, especially
at the higher angles of attack. The decrease in stability caused by flow separ-
ation on the flap can be reduced through thrust effects which provide boundary-
layer control to maintain attached flow over the flaps.
2. As expected, the effects of thrust increase the lift-curve slope and
maximum lift coefficient and improve the lift-drag polars primarily through
boundary-layer control rather than induced circulation effects.
3. Canard incidence of -]0 ° provides the maximum lift at high angles
of attack. Lower canard incidence unloads the canard and reduces downwash
effects, reducing total configuration lift coefficient. Higher canard inci-
dence increases the canard load, but the resulting high downwash unloads the
inboard portion of the wing to the point where total configuration lift coef-
ficient is again reduced. At lower angles of attack, these effects are not as
apparent. However, at canard incidence between -0 ° and ]0 ° , lift coefficients
for the total configuration remain almost constant. This result indicates that
as the canard load is increased, it is canceled by the downwash effects unload-
ing the wing.
]4
4. The high-twist or maneuvering configuration will trim to maximumlift
coefficient at a thrust coefficient of 0.2. The low-twist or takeoff and land-
ing configuration could be trimmed to an angle of attack of 26° , the maximum
angle-of-attack data obtained, at a low thrust coefficient and nozzle deflec-
tion. At the high nozzle deflection and high thrust coefficients appropriate
for takeoff and landing conditions, the nose-downpitching momentscaused by
the deflected thrust and flaps could not be trimmed by the canard.
5. A possible method for trimming the new configuration at a high thrust
coefficient and nozzle deflection angle is the use of small amounts of direct
thrust from a nose jet. This would allow STOLoperations but would not imply
a VTOLcapability.
6. The transition aerodynamics for the two wing-canard configurations indi-
cate better or equal transition characteristics and generally poorer hovering
characteristics comparedwith previous V/STOLconfigurations.
Langley Research Center
National Aeronautics and SpaceAdministration
Hampton, VA 23665
October 9, ]979
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APPENDIX
DESIGNOFN_ WING-CANARDCONFIGURATION
The inability to trim the original configuration (as described in the
Introduction) and a desire to test a more realistic transonic maneuvering design
led to the newwing-canard configuration shown in figure 25. The planforms of
both configurations are overlaid for comparison in figure 26. It can be seen
that both configurations used the samefuselage and two-dimensional nozzle, but
that the new configuration had higher sweeprepresentative of a more realistic
transonic maneuvering configuration. The wing leading- and trailing-edge sweeps
were increased to reduce nonlinear compressibility effects and also to movethe
aerodynamic center rearward so that the nose-downmomentsdue to thrust are
reduced for a given level of stability. This resulted in a 40° sweepfor the
midchord line of the wing. A glove was added inboard on the wing in an attempt
to sweepthe isobars forward and give a more two-dimensional type loading out-
board. The canard has the sameleading- and trailing-edge sweepsas the wing;
the span of both the wing and canard were equal to those of the original
configuration.
An optimum three-dimensional wing design requires iteration with a non-
linear transonic analysis program. Linear theory can be used directly to calcu-
late an initial estimate of the camber surface. Since the intent was to develop
a representative configuration to be tested at subsonic speeds and not transonic
speeds, the camber surface used was obtained from linear theory as described
below.
The wing and canard twist, camber, and thickness were determined as shown
in figures 27 and 28. Basically, a supercritical airfoil section knownto have
good two-dimensional viscous and compressibility characteristics at transonic
speed was modified for three-dimensional induced effects. Using the Korn-
Garabedian program (ref. ]5), a design curve of section-lift coefficient CZ
versus drag divergence Machnumber Mdd was developed for scaled versions of
the original airfoil (see fig. 27). Using the nonplanar unified vortex-lattice
theory of reference ]6, the sweepof the chordwise center of pressure (x/C)cp
was calculated at the design Machnumberof 0.9. Using the infinite swept-wing
analogy CZ,_ = CZ,l cos2 A and the two-dimensional drag divergence plot, the
maximumfree-stream section-lift coefficients which were below drag divergence
were generated for both the wing and canard.
An inverse program was used to calculate the twist and cambers required
on the planform. The local free-stream section lift was chosen as the maxi-
mumfrom figure 27 and held constant across the span, realizing the resulting
twists would have to be modified in the root and tip regions. The chordwise
loading was chosen as the two-dimensional subcritical loading of the original
section. The resulting twists and cambers are shown in figure 28. The twists
were fitted approximately to the theoretical distributions as shownby the
dashed line. Twoversions of the research model, identical except for the
levels of twist, were fabricated. The low-twist version was used to study
conventional takeoff and landing high-lift performance; the high-twist ver-
sion, high-angle-of-attack maneuverperformance. Both versions had full-span
]6
APPENDIX
variable leading- and trailing-edge devices on both the wing and canard. The
canard incidence was variable so that trimmed high lift could be obtained. The
design procedure was not meant to produce an optimum transonic design. Rather,
a configuration that realistically represented one required for transonic maneu-
vering conditions was intended.
]7
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TABLEI.- BASICMODELGEOMETRYFORORIGINALWING-CANARDCONFIGURATION
Body:
Length, cm (in.) ....................... 23].65 (91.20)
Width, cm (in.) ....................... ]8.29 (7.20)
Wing:
A ................................... 2.5
S, m2 (ft 2) ........................... 0.59 (6.40)
b, m (ft) ............................ ] .22 (4.00)
AZe, deg ................................ 44
c, cm (in.) .......................... 55.98 (22.04)
Croot , cm (in.) ........................ 8].25 (3].99)
Ctip, cm (in.) ......................... ]6.28 (6.4])
Momentcenter (-0.06c) model station from nose, cm (in.) .... ]35.66 (53.4])
Airfoil:
Section ............................ Circular-arc
t/c at root .............................. 0.06
t/c at tip .............................. 0.04
Wing flap:
bf, exposed, m (ft) ...................... 0.76 (2.50)
cf, side of body, cm (in.) ................... ]1 .05 (4.35)
cf, outboard, cm (in.) ..................... 3.30 (].30)
Nozzles:
bN, exposed, m (ft) ...................... 0.28 (0.90)
CN, side of body, cm (in.) ................... ]0.29 (4.05)
CN, outboard, cm (in.) ..................... 8.76 (3.45)
Canard:
Ac ................................... 2.71
Sc, m2 (ft 2) ........................... 0.25 (2.74)
Sc, exposed, m2 (ft 2) ...................... 0.21 (2.27)
bc, m (ft) ............................ 0.83 (2.72)
AZe, deg ................................ 5].7
Croot, cm (in.) ........................ 52.73 (20.76)
Ctip, cm (in.) ......................... 8.59 (3.38)
Airfoil:
Section ............................ Circular-arc
t/c at root .............................. 0.06
t/c at tip .............................. 0.04
Height of canard above wing, cm (in.) .............. ]].43 (4.50)
20
TABLEII.- BASICMODELGEOMETRYFORNEWWING-CANARDCONFIGURATION
Body:
Length, cm (in.)
Width, cm (in.) ...................... 23].65 (9].20)
....................... ]8.29 (7.20)
Wing:
A .............................. 326
S, (ft) ........................... 0.46 (4.90)
b, m (ft) ............................ ].22 (4.00)
AZe, deg 50.0
"°''''.-..-....,............,..
Ate, deg 23.4
"'''-..-...-,...,..............
Twist at tip:
High ................................. -] 2.0
Low
" " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " • • • • • " • • • • • • • • • _6.0
c, cm (in.) .......................... 42.]] (]6.58)
Croot , cm (in.) ........................ 60.48 (23.8])
Ctip, cm (in.) ........................ ]4.22 (5.60)
Moment center, cm (in.) .................. B.S. ]9].8 (75.53)
Airfoil:
Section 6 percent aft cambered"''''''''-.,..o,.......
t/c at root
"''--...--.....,...........,. O.O6
t/c at tip 0.06
"''''-.--.-..,...............
Wing flap:
bf, exposed, m (ft) ......................
cf, side of body, cm (in.) ...................
cf, outboard, cm (in.) .....................
0.76 (2.50)
6.32 (2.49)
2.]3 (0.84)
Wing leading-edge droop (constant chord), cm (in.) ........ 6.22 (2.45)
Nozzl es :
bN, exposed, m (ft) ...................... 0.28 (0.90)
CN, side of body, cm (in.) ................... ]0.29 (4.05)
c N, outboard, cm (in.) ..................... 8.76 (3.45)
2]
TABLEII.- Concluded
Canard:
Ac ................................. 2.29
Sc, m (ft) .......................... 0.3] (3.32)
Sc, exposed, m 2 (ft 2) ...................... 0.]7 (].79)
bc, m (ft) ............................ 0.83 (2.72)
50.0
A_e, deg ................................
Ate, deg 23.3
Twist at tip, deg:
High .................................. -7.0
Low .................................. -3.5
5].89 (20.43)
Croot , cm (in.) ........................
Ctip, cm (in.) ......................... 20.32 (8.00)
Airfoil:
Section ....................... 6 percent aft cambered
0.06
t/c at root .............................
t/c at tip .............................. 0.06
Height of canard above wing, cm (in.) ............... 7.75 (3.03)
Canard flap:
bf, m (ft) ........................... 0.32 (].06)
Cside of body, cm (in.) ..................... 7.06 (3.78)
Coutboard , cm (in.) ....................... 3.05 (].20)
Canard leading-edge droop (constant chord), cm (in.) ....... 5.87 (2.3])
22
L-76-2218
Figure ].- Original wing-canard model installed in Langley V/STOL tunnel.
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